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 Mel Gibson’s movie, The Passion of the Christ has opened in theaters.  A 
number of people have asked me my opinion of the movie.  There is no way I 
can fully answer that question until I see it.  Like most of you, I have seen 
trailers, clips, and write-ups about the plot.  I have read and seen interviews with 
Mel Gibson.  What I offer here is my initial impression based on those things. 
 
 The charge of the Left that this movie will result in an increase in anti-
Semitic criminal activity or sentiment is pure nonsense.  It is true that there was 
a period in the west when the Church painted Jews as “the killers of Christ,” and 
so perhaps we can have some sympathy with the fear of Jewish people.  
However, that period is long past. From what I have been able to glean, 
Gibson’s portrayal seems accurate to the Gospel writers’ accounts, at least 
three of whom were Jews themselves.  The Messiah they exalt is Jewish.  The 
chief author of the New Testament, Saul of Tarsus, was a Jewish man, 
educated under the renowned Rabbi Gamaliel.  To try to paint the Gospels or 
the New Testament letters as anti-Semitic is patently ridiculous, despite how the 
Medieval Church in the west may have misused them.  I suspect that the Left’s 
(many of whom are not Jewish) real concern is that the movie, portraying in a 
realistic way the events of the passion, may spark a renewed interest in the 
Bible, which could be poison to their social agenda. 
 
 From a free-speech perspective, if devotees of a godless schema can 
make movies glorifying sexual perversion and deviation, and can parade an 
endless cess-stream of moral sewage before us, calling good evil, and evil 
good, I should think that one should be able to make a movie about an aspect of 
what is arguably the central point of all history without death threats. 
 
 Secondly, to understand Gibson’s portrayal, it is necessary to understand 
Roman Catholic iconography.  Being raised in the Catholic Church, I have some 
familiarity with this aspect of the Roman cultural ethos.  To understand The 
Passion of the Christ, you must understand the Stations of the Cross, and what 
the concept was born out of. 
 
 Certainly the suffering and death of Christ has been meaningful to 
Christians from the earliest of times, giving meaning to human suffering and 
death.  But during the Medieval period, what we have come to call “the Passion” 



was born.  Times were terrible.  Disease and death ravaged much of the west.  
There was poverty and misery everywhere.  It was almost intolerable to live.  
But in the midst of this, the Church brought hope of a sort:  “If you think you 
suffer, consider what Christ went through.”  Thereupon was produced some of 
the most graphic, ghastly, and gruesome art depicting the suffering of Christ.  It 
had to convey a suffering far more profound than any that anyone could possibly 
undergo.  Hence, the images you find at the Stations of the Cross are not for the 
faint of heart.  And the purpose of those stations are that as you meditate at 
them, you enter into them, gain a sympathy for His suffering, and are in a way 
transported there. 
 
 There can be no question that Christ’s suffering was horrible.  But what, 
outwardly, it would have appeared, is beyond anyone’s ability to know.  The 
Gospels do not describe the scenes in gory detail.  It is important for viewers of 
The Passion to understand that this is not history, but Gibson’s understanding 
and interpretation of history. 
 
 I am told that at the end of the movie there is a fraction of a second’s 
glimpse at the resurrected Christ.  This reflects what became a point of divide 
between the East and West up to the time of the Reformation.  In the Western 
Church, man’s problem was largely portrayed as transgression of the Law, and 
the remedy was the paying of The Penalty. Hence in the West, the death of 
Christ loomed large.  In the East, the emphasis was different.  Man’s problem 
was largely seen in terms of his affront to God through the defacing of God’s 
image in which he was created.  In the East, the resurrection (the restoration of 
the image of God) loomed large. 
 
 In the Reformation, the importance of the resurrection was restored in the 
West.  It did not displace the death of Christ (as one could argue it had in the 
East), but gave to it it’s proper place and perspective.  It is a reflection of the 
millennia-old Catholic tradition that the resurrection is largely ignored in Gibson’s 
movie. 
 I also find it somewhat odd that some Protestants have given such 
unabashed approbation to the movie.  Chuck Colson, for example, has done 
nothing but sing the praises of this movie.  And yet, not long before it was 
announced that the movie was in the works, Colson released a brilliant piece 
arguing that God chose to reveal himself through words, not through icons, 
pictures, or images, and made some brilliant (though not original) points 
regarding the superiority of language to pictures. 
 
 On the basis of the second commandment, the Westminster Confession 
of Faith, and especially the Larger Catechism frowns on the use of images of 
any person of the Godhead for purposes of worship or evangelism.  Coming to 
Christ at 19 years of age, and then to Reformed Christianity as (what I believe to 
be) the most biblical expression of the Faith since the early Church, I embrace 
this view.  I think the Westminster Standards are right, not because I was raised 



on them, but because I have been convinced of what they say from the 
Scriptures.  While I have seen Churches buying blocks of tickets to pass out to 
people to “evangelize” them with the movie, and saw one Church giving away 
tickets with the advertisement “Come Worship With Us,” I do not think you will 
see OPC Churches doing that.  It concerns me some that so many churches are 
ready and willing to jettison, or at least give second place to the God-ordained 
medium for bringing the gospel (preaching) in favor of the medium of cinematic 
theater (“Oh, what did God ever do before the advent of motion pictures?”). 
 
 But in the end, what I think of it, General Assembly thinks of it, or the 
Vatican may think of it, is irrelevant.  It is upon us.  Even if you don’t like it, 
there’s not much you can do it about it.  The question then, is not “What do you 
think of it?” but rather “How do we respond to it?”  God will not be placed in a 
box, and I predict that there will be some people whose spiritual eyes God will 
begin to open because they’ve seen this movie.  We can sit around and debate 
the relative merits or demerits of the movie.  We might even complain about its 
existence.  Or we can look for opportunities, in the providence of God, to bear 
living witness to the One whom artists have sketched, and of whom troubadours 
have sung, and that irrepressibly, throughout the ages.  That’s what I’m planning 
to do. 
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